**Product Description**

- Manual caulk gun equipped to be used for sausage packs and cartridges. Includes three yellow cone nozzles and replacement cap (81003)
- Yellow cone nozzle, 20-pack (81100)
- Small white nozzle, 20-pack (81101)

**Instructions**

To load with a sausage pack:
- Press on the thumb release tab and pull the piston rod all the way backward
- Remove the front cap
- Insert an unopened sausage pack at the open end of the barrel
- Cut an opening on the open end of the sausage pack
- Insert a cone into the front cap, then thread the cap onto the barrel

To load with a cartridge:
- Remove the barrel from the back cap
- Remove the sausage-only cup to expose the metal push plate
- Thread the barrel onto the back cap
- Press on the thumb release tab and pull the piston rod backward
- Remove the front cap and load a 10-oz. cartridge
- Cut cartridge nozzle to desired opening and puncture inside seal
Limited Warranty

Products are free from manufacturing defects and when used according to the manufacturer’s published specifications will meet the manufacturer’s published performance standards for a period of ten years from the date of shipment from the factory. Sustant will, at its sole option, replace the defective product or refund the purchase price paid by the user. There are no other warranties, express or implied, including but not limited to any implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. The user is responsible for determining the suitability of the product for the user’s needs. Neither Sustant nor its manufacturers shall have a liability for any other damages, including but not limited to any indirect, special or consequential damages, even if they have been advised of the possibility of such.

For More Info: SIPSEAL.COM  |  INFO@SIPSEAL.COM  |  (651) 300-0505

Made in USA